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CALL FOR APPLICATIONS FOR APPOINTMENT AS   

IOE - INTERNATIONAL FELLOWS (IOE - IF) 

BACKGROUND 

The University of Hyderabad (UoH) acknowledges and appreciates the outstanding contributions 

of teachers, researchers, technologists, linguists, artists and scholars at large. Under the IOE, the 

University is in a pursuit to engage with globally renowned scholars and persons who have made 

significant contributions to the industry to nourish and leverage the existing academic 

ecosystem, including the faculty and students of the University. 

IoE International Fellow (IoE - IF) 

The primary objective of the IOE-IF scheme is to bring in a strong international connection to the 

academic ecosystem of the University. The IoE-IF will be an academic/ researcher / R & D – 

industry professional / artist / practitioner respected among peers in their field of study in the 

age group of 45yrs - 60 yrs. The IOE-IF may also be overseas citizens of India (OCI). 

The IOE-IF should be an active researcher with significant accomplishments in their area of work 

and working in a leading academic / research / industrial organization. The IOE-IF are expected 

to complement / supplement existing research / teaching programs in the academic units, 

bringing in topic-relevant emerging areas of interest into the different academic units of the 

University. Working within the University system, the IOE-IF is expected to jointly frame teaching 

/ research plans for implementation, and should be willing to undertake high-quality 

collaborative teaching, research, technology development or innovation leading to start-ups in 

the University. The IOE-IFs are expected to set examples of accelerated growth, co-guide research 

students and may also be involved in other academic activities within the University and between 

Universities / Institutes. The role of the IoE-IF would also be to enable the formation of a research 

network leading to submission of international research projects. Desirable aspects of the IOE-IF 

may include about 10 years of teaching / research / industry experience, a desire and capacity to 
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work and motivate the academic unit for excellence, and with excellent track record, one who is 

aware of the recent advances in the field and can provide hands on training to the faculty and 

scholars in the academic unit, facilitates initiation of new areas of research, actively engages in 

teaching using new pedagogic methods.  

The initial assignment will be for a semester and extendable based on the collaborative outcome 

and mutual interest. Based on the performance, the scheme may lead to an offer of adjunct / 

visiting faculty appointments within the University. 

Emoluments: 

Honorarium: USD 1500 or equivalent amount per month. 

Other expenses: USD 125 or equivalent amount per month. 

Duration: 6 months (less or longer duration, in consultation with the collaborator and the 

academic unit). 

Accommodation: UoH International scholars accommodation (IOE paid). 

Travel: Economy air fare (onward and return from their home country), once during the tenure. 

Project Support: Upto a maximum of USD 10,000 or equivalent amount per year. 

 

The call is open and applications can be submitted throughout the year in the prescribed format to 

ioeuoh@uohyd.ac.in.  Appointments will be issued to sync with the University’s academic 

calendar. 

http://ioe.uohyd.ac.in/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/IoE-IF_Application_form.docx
mailto:ioeuoh@uohyd.ac.in

